T2 takes high speed, multi-rate telemetry and
combines it with complex data distribution to bring
the wishes of racing categories into reality.

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR
CATEGORY MANAGEMENT

www.motec.com

T2 takes high speed, multi-rate telemetry and combines
it with complex data distribution to meet the highest
demands of racing categories worldwide.

IF YOU ARE
SEEKING REAL
EMPOWERMENT

TEAMS
»» T2 provides so much more data; teams will wonder
how they ever raced without it. New features for
teams include:
»» All team cars can share the one network, allowing
engineers to see the data from each vehicle at the
same time
»» GPS car location shows actual position, including off
the road
»» Live web windows to pull in weather and timing
information
»» Secure data groups to limit the telemetry data seen
by some people, and allow full access to others
»» Independent alarm system allows teams to receive
warnings of impending issues before the driver does
»» Multiple streams of data within one i2 program makes
live driver overlays possible during qualifying

CATEGORIES
GENERAL USAGE

T2 takes existing Telemetry practices and raises the bar.
T2 incorporates multi-rate channels, live maths, full
data encryption, real-time GPS track maps, multiple
data streams, independent alarm system and live data
retrieval and replay.

»» Ability to receive telemetry data via multiple different
methods ie. Serial, TCP, UDP, Network
»» Multiple channel groups can be set-up to filter which
channels are sent on specific data streams
»» Back-up of telemetry data for replay or retrieval
»» Receive telemetry data directly into i2 Pro or via a
team’s own T2 Server from the Master T2 Server
»» A single T2 Server can receive and broadcast
multiple cars data within a team when receiving from
the Master T2 Server
»» Logged data or telemetry images can be replayed
prior to manually downloading the logged data from
the vehicle
»» T2 offers full 128-bit encryption/security for any
transient telemetry data from the car all the way to
viewing in i2
»» T2 is capable of outputting a data stream to all local
team interfaces or to a select few
»» The T2 user interface utilises traffic light colouring to
aid in setup or communication troubleshooting
»» View option which depicts a live incoming stream of
RS232 data

T2 is a revolution in data distribution for racing. No longer
does a category need one set of sensors, data and
transmitters for TV, another for Race Control, plus more
for the teams.
Now categories and teams can have all the data they
need from a single source. T2 adds comprehensive data
distribution and networking to telemetry data, sending
secure data streams from all cars on a common network.
Now everyone can get high resolution, timely and secure
data; opening up possibilities for racing categories
around the world.
Features easily implemented with T2
»» Live feed of all car data to TV for live broadcasts
»» Secure data distribution of all team data to Race
Control for immediate incident investigation
»» Live, wireless stream of accident data from the ADR
to the medical team or medical car
»» Integration with timing systems to provide ‘Pit Lane
Speed’ and ‘Pit Stopped Time’ as well as predicted
lap times for live broadcasts
»» GPS track maps to get real-time information on race
car, safety car and recovery vehicle locations
»» Distribution of data to a web page for live car view
»» 3G / 4G network transmission of data from car

VAST FEATURE LIST

“With the introduction of MoTeC’s T2 Telemetry
server it has allowed us to streamline our process
during on track sessions, from reviewing the teams
data live to providing Fox Sports access to data for use
with on screen graphics and updating race timing with
live data from the cars for tyre selections. It has given us
the opportunity to provide both the teams and the general
viewing public closer interaction with our sport.”

MoTeC’s T2 Server application facilitates secure data transfer
from vehicle data/control systems to a remote location for real
time analysis. Multiple outputs allow for easy data distribution
and the API function allows the interface of 3rd party software
for easy integration into teams existing infrastructure.
MoTeC T2 Server and i2 Pro are used by the professional data
analyst working with data acquired by either telemetry or
offloaded from a data logger.
FULL DATA ENCRYPTION
Data security is extremely important; the team’s data contains their intellectual
property. To deal with this sensitivity MoTeC offers two types of encryption, passwordbased and key-based. These can be used to secure the live telemetry data from the
car and the data streams delivered to the Teams, Television and Race Control on the
pit lane network. Data channel filters can also be used to limit or filter who has access
to specific data.

FAULT TOLERANCE
MoTeC’s T2 Telemetry server is capable of providing full redundancy when running
over multiple servers. When configured to run as a master/slave, T2 Server will
automatically hot swap if the connection is lost due to a computer crash or power
interruption.

REAL-TIME DATA ANALYSIS
In addition to the teams ability to monitor the cars data live, category technical or
adjudication personal can review live data for confirmation purposes prior to handing
down penalties for in race incidents. If a car is suspected of speeding in pit lane,
the speed data can be reviewed to confirm the cars speed. If an accident involving
two cars occurs on the track, the data from the two cars can be quickly overlayed to
confirm who was at fault and a race penalty issued if required.

MULTIPLE DATA STREAMS
MoTeC’s T2 server is capable of splitting and transmitting data across multiple pit
lane network connections. This allows Race Control or Race Timing to have access to
certain channels from all cars, whilst the Team’s have visible access only to their own
cars. This allows for complete separation between Teams, Television or Category
Technical networks.

REAL-TIME GPS TRACK MAPS
MoTeC’s i2 Pro data analysis software can generate live GPS track maps for all cars
showing their actual position. Other service cars (like the safety car and the medical
car) can be added so Teams and Race Control know exactly where they are on the
circuit.

MULTI-RATE CHANNELS
MoTeC’s Dash Manager allows the transfer rate of individual telemetry channels
to be specified giving the teams the flexibility to allocate the data rates of channels
within the allowable bandwidth. It also allows category management to enforce
of specific channel configurations, so for example if the data is for on-screen
graphics for television broadcast, they can be specified at a high transfer rate
for greater clarity.
Channel aliasing allows teams to maintain naming conventions within their
own configurations but create an alias to comply with technical or television
department conventions.

LIVE DATA RETRIEVAL AND REPLAY
MoTeC’s T2 server can record live data in two formats. One format is as an image
file which can be replayed at a later time or stored locally to be used in conjunction
with i2 data retrieval to provide downstream users the opportunity to retrieve
missed data.

INDEPENDENT ALARM SYSTEM
MoTeC i2 Pro software can generate local alarms; this can be used to trigger if a
team is outside a parameter of technical compliance.
i2 Pro allows for multiple cars data to be overlayed or displayed side-by-side in the
same window.

LIVE MATHS
Category or Teams maths channels calculated in i2 Pro, can be applied to live
telemetry data.
This allows category technical personal to apply equations in real-time for an
on-the-run technical revision of teams compliance.

CENTRALISED TELEMETRY

A single T2 Server application is capable of receiving telemetry streams from
multiple cars at a central point in pit lane and distributing to various networks
requiring telemetry data. With the setup of a second machine, T2 server can
run as a Master/Slave, giving fully automated redundancy.
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DISTRIBUTED TELEMETRY

Teams setup to receive their own telemetry data
can then retransmit to a central T2 Server running
on the pit network to be distributed/filtered for use
by other category requirements.
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RACE CONTROL

The T2 flag system fully integrates all aspects of
track function into one transparent loggable source.
This system uses modern technology to combine
information from race control, flag marshals and
teams deliver unparalleled safety.

MoTeC are currently working on a new software
application to allow the ability for the Race
Control director to send messages to the car via
the car telemetry system to act as warnings and
alerts for the driver.
The software will work in several ways;

RACE DIRECTOR
»» Send messages to the entire field for warnings like Red Flags,
Yellow flags, Safety Car and confirm the car has received
the message.
»» Send warnings such as Black flags, Blue flags and bad
sportsmanship warnings to individual cars.
»» The track map window allows the director an overall view of
the status of each section of the track. Sections of the map
will turn yellow when the yellow flag are being displayed
in that area. The cars will receive an automated message
leading up to the yellow sector with distance before the
yellow section preconfigured by the race director.
»» The track map is GPS based, the GPS coordinates of each car
are transmitted via the telemetry stream so the exact location
of the car can be displayed on the map even if the car has left
the track.
»» The application will generate individual log files for each
car to keep a record of all the sent and received messages
through out a race. It will also generate a global log file with
all cars and notes entered by the race director who can add
points of interest during a race.
»» The race director will see when an accident data recorder
has been triggered and will have an indication for medical
staff on the severity of the incident.

FLAG POINTS
»» If there is sufficient coverage the flag marshals will be able to
send flag statuses to race control via a tablet or mobile phone
connected to a mobile or wireless network. Race control is
then able to alert the cars to the flag statuses.

TEAMS
»» Will be able to create alarms in the dash based on the
channels sent to the car from the race control software to
display to the driver and send back to the team in pit lane for
their own warning.

The T2 flag system will give drivers
a heads-up about the upcoming
track status to reduce the number
of potential incidences.

OVERVIEW OF
COMMUNICATION
PATHWAYS

CASE STUDY

V8 SUPERCARS
With the announcement of FOX Sports taking over the broadcast rights for the V8 Supercars
the opportunity to explore the full capabilities of MoTeCs T2 telemetry system was undertaken.
A fibre optic network has been installed at all of the circuits for returning vision from the
television cameras, and we are also using this network to return the cars live telemetry data
back to a central location in pit lane. This use of a wired network eliminates interference or loss
generated by sending data over the air. Multiple aerials can be placed at parts of the circuit
where radio signals can be hard to receive in conventional installations.

All the teams telemetry data is received at central point and is then sent
to 2 server machines for processing by MoTeC T2 Server application.
These 2 server machines operate as a master and slave providing a fully
automated redundancy system.
V8 Supercars have installed an extensive fibre optic network through pit lane to provide a high
speed reliable network for distributing the cars live telemetry data. Data is simultaneously
bradcasted to the teams for their live viewing and data analysis, and permitted channels to
FOX Sports for display on their website. Their V8 Supercar timing board, allows viewers to
experience live telemetry data of the cars they choose to watch.
Race Timing have access to several channels for reporting information automatically in the
timing stream. Teams send via telemetry the specific compound of the tyres currently being
used. The status of this channel updates the timing software with a Hard/Soft/Wet identifier,
making it easier to identify what lap time was set on which compound. Currently the status of
the Accident Data Recorder is sent to Race Control to quickly identify the severity of an accident
to help aid in rapid response procedures.
Along with Race Timing having access, the Category Technical department and Race Control
can view team data. This allows them to oversee the teams ensuring compliance to the rules
live. Race Control can review data before handing out in-race penalties, for example a car
speeding in pit lane or a jump start at the race beginning.
MoTeC’s i2 Pro data analysis software provides everyone the necessary tools for viewing and
interpreting live data. Functions like live channel reports, multiple cars data channels displayed
on a single status grid, track mapping for the entire field (including the safety car) make this
software invaluable.

Items soon to be introduced
Further channels to be added for situations like:
»» Stall warning light to show when a car has stalled on the start line.
»» Accident Data Recorder data transmitted to the medial car, so the medical
team know the severity of the accident before arriving on the scene.
»» Pit stop times, calculated based on how long the car is stationary in the air.

OVER THE AIR
Receiving telemetry data back from the car
remotely can be done via several methods
using different data formats. Telemetry data
can be transmitted in the form of Serial, TCP or
UDP depending upon the device being used.
The T2 Server application can read in any of these
3 formats, removing the need to convert data back to
a serial stream as used in conventional systems.

3G / 4G
The recent introduction of 3G / 4G radios have allowed for the transfer of telemetry
data using the local mobile phone network. The data is transmitted via the internet
back to pit lane, using these type of devices allows for data to be transferred at a rate
up to 115,000 baud allowing for up to 10 KB/s (kilobytes/second) data transfer rate.

BALANCE OF
PERFORMANCE
LOGGERS
Over the 2015 season boosted GT3cars have been running
MoTeC’s current L120 enclosed logger utilising over boost
equations to show compliance to the Balance of Performance for
the Blancpain GT3 series.
The L120 is mounted in a sealed box with an internally mounted
pressure sensor and a barb exiting the box to connect to the
pressure source. The L120’s auxiliary outputs drive LEDs to
provide over boost warning and status indicators. Teams mount
the box in the specified location on a flat surface as the internal
accelerometers of the L120 are used in determining the over
boost conditions. These conditions are written to the preserved
channels so that in the event of a power cycle the L120 keeps
their previous status. Teams are not able to communicate with
the box in any way, all downloading and programming is done by
the category scrutineer via an Ethernet connecter mounted in the
side of the box. All access to clearing data, resetting Status lights
and sending/reading dash configurations are all passworded to
prevent team’s access.

The box has a single fly loom to interface with
the standard FIA CAN connector located in the
cockpit passenger location. From this the unit
receives power and vehicle information via the
CAN connection.

VHF / 900MHz
Teams can use either licence band VHF radio frequencies or free
licence 900MhZ radio modems. Using licensed VHF radios, teams
may be forced to only operate at a specific baud rate due to bandwidth
limits depending on the manufacture and licensing requirements for your
country. 900 MHz radios give a little more freedom, but can suffer due to
busy track airwaves. At a baud rate of 9600 these radios are capable of
transferring data at a rate of 0.6 KB/s (kilobytes/second).

WIFI
Telemetry data can be sent using a wireless meshed radio network.
This allows the car radio to send data back to the pits via the quickest
possible route, either via wireless nodes or via a fibre when utilising
a track fibre network. Mesh networking can allow for a baud rate
transmission up to 115,000 baud allowing for up to 10 KB/s (kilobytes/
second) data transfer rate.

For the 2016 Australian GT series MoTeC are providing to the
category the following options by adding extra components to the
existing 2015 Balance of Performance logger.
The BOP logger will act in its current 2015 specification with the
options to add GPS, Telemetry hardware (modem/radio), Shift light
module, USB logging.
In 2016 the Australian GT teams will be able to access their car
telemetry via the channels available on CAN on the FIA connector
using the T2 Server.
Depending on the telemetry hardware being used there will also
be the possibility for the L120 to work with the T2 Race Control
software that allows Race Control to send messages to the car for
display warnings to the driver via the Shift Light Module; this can
be for items like Red Flag, Safety car, and Yellow sectors. The USB
logging option will allow teams and scrutineers the possibility of
accessing the logged data during longer races or a quick and easy
method of collecting vehicle data post race by scrutineers.
With all cars running these loggers it gives the category scrutineer
the same data format across all cars enabling him to easily over
lay car to car in MoTeC’s i2 pro Data Analysis tool when analysing
vehicle parameters.
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